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Leading the Mobile Transformation

Shifting Environment

Mobility Solutions

New Business Architecture

Mobile Internet Services

Cisco - IP and Mobility Expert

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The mobile communications market is in the midst of dramatic changes… this ‘shifting environment’ will change the way we view the network, the relative importance of each major network function, and the expertise needed to help you suceed …The changes in the environment are also leading to new business opportunities and new business architectures that will deliver new revenue streams; a catalyst to this will be subscriber and network intelligence….The business architecture will be based on a next generation mobile network architecture that provides the performance and intelligence that can address the market opportunities and challenges, and ultimately differentiate your service…This NGmN will require IP and Mobility expertise, two key attributes that are a part of Cisco’s DNA….
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Mobile Communications: Shifting Environment
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mobile communications is the midst of a significant transition, both from a technical perspective and a business perspectiveMobile communications is shifting from a radio focused environment to a IP enabled environment.  The network is migrating from circuit to IP including voice and video services.  We’ll see all-IP technologies, such as 4G emerging as well as technologies such as WiFi and Femtocell.  Services are seeing a drastic change as we move from network services to cloud services. Operators will need to not only invest to keep up with the increased traffic from such services; they’ll need to implement new business models to profit from them. At the same time, the competitive landscape is changing – increasing from just other operators to content/services/application providers.Operators need to distinguish themselves. Otherwise, they risk becoming mere pipes for all the over the top apps.
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Transformative Effect of the iPhone
Precedent for Nextgen Smartphone User Behavior 

Source: M-Metrics; Nielsen
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Presentation Notes
In major metropolitan cities where the most iPhone users reside, �3G towers are getting overloaded (Wired.com iPhone 3G Usage Survey, Aug 08)
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High-End Devices Drive Traffic Growth 
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Users Demanding More…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We've got consumers who are buying BlackBerries and iPhones to run Facebook or to run Flickr, whatever it happens to be. They now are starting to see this as being core to their experience, core to their daily lives even. We look at this opportunity to build richer, more robust applications across the network. It is a critical piece of the user experience, but also it's about creating that traffic on the network. It's about enabling and facilitating that Mobile Internet. Because again for Cisco, that's a good thing. First let’s consider some of the challenges and opportunities that the service provider faces today.  Whether you are a fixed, wireless, cable , media or broadcaster there is an enormous demand for new services.  Consumers are increasingly demanding more visual, interactive, personalized services especially video based servicesBusinesses are demanding more collaborative services to enable them to work more efficiently and flexibly – while requiring better returns for their business, through lower costs.
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Presentation Notes
The shifting environment is creating a mobile data tidal wave of bandwidth.How big is this Tidal Wave that is coming?At Cisco, we predict a 3900% increase in data traffic thru 2014 with video being 66% of the traffic by 2013Global mobile data traffic will increase 39X from 2009–2014 (108% CAGR)Global mobile data traffic will exceed 3.6 exabytes per month by 2014Mobile video will be 66% of global mobile data traffic by 2014By 2014, there will be over 5 billion personal devices connected to the mobile network – and billions more machine-to-machine nodes.  The average smartphone will generate 42X more mobile data traffic in 2014 (422 MB/mo) than 2009 (10 MB/mo)The average mobile broadband-connected laptop will generate 5X more mobile data traffic in 2014 (7 gigabytes/mo) than 2009 (1.3 gigabytes/mo). 
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Challenge of Shifting Environment
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Monetization
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Profitability

Traffic
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a mobile data tidal wave causing the famous industry problem that traffic is growing faster than revenue with enormous pressures from over the top providers.As some point traffic growth could outstrip the revenue stream causing a financial imbalance.To address this, we must look to monetize the network for new revenue opportunities, while also optimizing the network to more cost effectively and efficiently deliver services
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course the end goal of monetization and optimization is to provide a superior user experience – this is the real key to success.Operators start from the User Experience perspective and build network to achieve the desired experience.  Increasingly the expectation is for ubiquitous access to the Mobile Internet, with session continuity for seamless mobility.If a service is free, but does not meet user experience needs – then it will not be used.  Give me a Nokia phone, but I will not use it if is does not meet my user experience.The key to meeting the user experience is intelligence in the network.  A superior mobility user experience is the ability for the user to experience applications anywhere.  From the office, to the home or even common areas outdoors and even on the go.  Cisco’s belief is that there are a couple of key attributes that customers need to relate to as they are building their network  infrastructure.  Mobility is really the experience, not a technology.  And that experience may be delivered from a combination of technologies.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traditional voice-centric models consist of multiple vendors providing vertical or parallel networks.  This model will not scale in the mobile internet.  A “common core” encompasses all functions required to deliver mobility management, service management, and subscriber management.  Cisco believes a “common core” model is key to deployment speed and user experience consistency, as radio technologies grow increasingly more complex.  A “common core” approach helps operators better monetize and optimize their networks, including: Simplifying vendor managementReducing IOT interfaces to OSS infrastructureProviding common APIs to application partnersEnabling flexible roaming relationshipsProviding a uniform user experience across all access networksAccelerating time-to-availability of new servicesReducing complexities associated with major technology transitionsImproving reliability of handovers and ensure session continuity
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Cisco Mobile Internet consists of One Network, using any radio technology, on any type of screen. The solutions provides a comprehensive end-to-end IP next generation mobile network – from cell site through to the data center.It is also highly flexible – providing flexibility in how the network is architected and services are delivered.It provides the performance to address the mobile Internet tidal wave with a variety of best of breed Cisco solutions.And as discussed it is highly intelligent.  It is through this intelligence that the network can be monetized and optimized.  Cisco’s IP NGmN has “Adaptive Mobile Intelligence”Adaptive Mobile Intelligence allows the various components in the network to interact with each other in a way that will provide unique capabilities and benefits in the network….
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript:Well, what are the ways in which they can really generate higher revenue, especially higher margin revenues? There's a white paper that's lists out more than 60 different monetization scenarios. Obviously, my intent is not to go through all 60 of them, but just present some of them and group them in 3 different ways. Like one is that they can really emulate some of the over-the-top operators and over-the-top services. Second is that they can collaborate. They can set up business-to-business relationships. One example is really launching a mobile broadband service to the subscriber, but not charging the subscriber, making it toll free for the subscriber and having it sponsored by a content provider. So the content provider really pays for the cost of delivering the broadband service as what we call toll-free high speed Internet access on a mobile device. Another one is if I go to protect where services are premium where it is free to the subscriber if they are using certain services. Like, for example, if you get access to Facebook or Twitter then those hits will not count towards a user's account or the limit because the cost of providing the service is underwritten by Twitter or Facebook. So these are ways in which the operators can change the business model where they can instead of just getting money from the consumer because there is only so many dollars you can get from the consumer, they can look at monetization from a business-to-business point of view.Author’s Original Notes:Now we can look again at monetization.  With the appropriate network intelligence and performance we can enable a number of monetization opportunities.  These may be categorized as services that protect our basic service capabilities, services the allow us to collaborate with content providers or emulate services or trends in the market…Here are some examples of potential services…One example is:Vodafone SelfCentral—space for sharing views, photos, videos; create personal chat rooms; unlimiited video streamingResults:  Price per upload = NZD 1, price per download— $.25; creating chat rooms is free = revenue increase
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript:I'm not patient. So they're really looking at optimization. The reason optimization is critical, because we all know traffic is growing much faster than the revenues can grow. So even if they're going to monetization, they can make more money, but they still need to find ways to optimize the network to reduce the cost per bit flowing through the infrastructure and there are four different ways to do monetization. One is what we call function integration, instead of deploying many different network elements, collapsing them into a single network element that is multifunctional. That reduces the footprint or it makes the CapEx more efficient. It also simplifies the configuration of the network and also the configuration if they want to launch a new service. The second is optimization basically from a hardware process. Video traffic is going through the infrastructure because I mentioned earlier that video is probably the most expensive form of traffic going through the infrastructure. Third is really having a policy that reflects the carrier's business environment and lastly, really taking the low-value traffic and offloading it. Data's lowest form of IT flow, offload it via the handset. You can either offload it at the handset, you can offload it in the IP RAN, the aggregation layer, or in the mobile packet core. The idea is to offload the traffic at whichever point in the network is the most economical and once you offload, it should reflect what is the value of the traffic. If the traffic is a high value, you want to have it go through a complete infrastructure so that you can monetize it and you can also control the quality of experience for the user. Now, clearly, not all monetization and all optimization techniques will apply to all operators. It depends on the country they are in, what is their regulatory environment, second, what is their competitive environment, who is their target customer, and what is their business strategy. So in order to sell monetization and optimization, you really need to engage with our customer at a business level. We need to understand their business, their business environment and then put together a proposal to them that is very unique to that particular operator.Author’s Original Notes:Table 1: Video Optimization SavingsOptimization MethodPotential SavingsCommentsTCP Optimization10-40%BandwidthFaster delivery through rapidly increasing window size.Video Bandwidth Shaping10-20%BandwidthMatches network delivery to video bandwidth.Transcoding/ Transrating (background + dynamic)10-50%BandwidthUsed for reduction in video bit-rates.For live events as well as for select streams to be served without additional delay.Overall Cost Savings64% Over four years for improved network resource utilization, reduced transport costs, etc. Traffic optimization and network offload can reduce transport costs, including the radio and backhaul by reducing the amount of traffic that must traverse these network bottlenecks. Table 2 shows the benefits of different techniques that are available today through the Cisco ASR5K and with a common core would be available in all markets.  Table 2: Transport Optimization and Network Offload Bandwidth SavingsOptimization MethodPotential Percentage SavingsAssumptionsPCC Functional Integration35%Operational savings from Policy, In-line Services, and enforcement integrationTraffic Optimization25%Assumes 50% traffic TCP and HTTP with 30% cost reduction for bothNetwork Offload10%Assumes 90% of traffic offloaded to the InternetWiFi Offload20%Assumes 30% of traffic can be offloaded onto WiFi The adaptive mobile intelligent architecture provides multiple techniques to optimize the network.  These techniques are most valuable when they are available to all customers within the network.  The potential mechanisms available include:Traffic Optimization – can reduce transport costs, including the radio and backhaul, by reducing the amount of traffic that must traverse these network bottlenecks. The Cisco solution can optimize TCP to deliver better downlink data rate transport, improving the user experience and reducing cost of the network. In addition, using HTTP optimization, the solution can deliver web pages faster at lower cost. Intelligent Policy Control – Operators need an improvement in the quality of experience for their subscribers to improve customer satisfaction and reduce churn. Resource management services assure the proper allocation of network resources based on what the subscriber has purchased and what the network can deliver.  Enforcement is a critical component of a policy solution. The Policy and Charging Enforcement Function (PCEF) is responsible for enforcing policies with respect to authentication of subscribers, authorization to access and services, and accounting and mobility. Cisco has embedded the PCEF functionality into its ASR5000 multimedia core platforms.Internet Offload – One method of lowering the cost of traffic is to offload low value traffic, e.g., basic internet traffic, bypassing the existing mobile operator’s core network, enabling the mobile operator to significantly reduce their capital and operational expenditures on their core networks to cope with rapidly rising data traffic.  There are multiple ways to offload traffic in the Cisco network.  Any combination of these techniques can be used – Network Offload, WiFi Offload and Femto Offload.  Network Offload is within the IP network at different points; WiFi/Femto Offload takes traffic off the macro radio network.Policy Charging Control (PCC) Function Integration – The Cisco solution supports the flexibility to integrate multiple functions on the same platform, including the access gateway functionality, DPI, policy enforcement, and intelligent in-line services.  This lowers the overall total cost of ownership significantly.  For example, Network Strategy Partners analyzed Cisco’s integrated approach toward policy and in-line services and found that the operations expenses are 38% less for the integrated PCC architecture compared with a multi-chassis PCC architecture.  At the same time, Cisco’s solution offers the flexibility to decouple functions when the network traffic and density grows. The interactive intelligent architecture provides multiple techniques to optimize the network.  These techniques are most valuable when they are available to all customers within the network.  The potential mechanisms available include:Traffic Optimization – can reduce transport costs, including the radio and backhaul, by reducing the amount of traffic that must traverse these network bottlenecks. The Cisco solution can optimize TCP to deliver better downlink data rate transport, improving the user experience and reducing cost of the network. In addition, using HTTP optimization, the solution can deliver web pages faster at lower cost. Intelligent Policy Control – Operators need an improvement in the quality of experience for their subscribers to improve customer satisfaction and reduce churn. Resource management services assure the proper allocation of network resources based on what the subscriber has purchased and what the network can deliver.  Enforcement is a critical component of a policy solution. The Policy and Charging Enforcement Function (PCEF) is responsible for enforcing policies with respect to authentication of subscribers, authorization to access and services, and accounting and mobility. Cisco has embedded the PCEF functionality into its ASR5000 multimedia core platforms.
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Cisco Mobility Solutions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Cisco architecture provides the following products and solutions.
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Cisco Unified RAN Backhaul
Any Radio, Any Media, for Many Generations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These compelling benefits are driving RAN migrations in mobile networks all over the globe. Mobile operators understand that Ethernet is vital to navigating the mobile Internet profitably. The question is… who can help you make this transformation the most effectively?With more than 25 years of IP leadership and unmatched experience building SP architectures worldwide, Cisco provides tremendous expertise in both IP and Carrier Ethernet. Widely deployed in some of the world’s largest mobile networks, our Cisco Unified RAN Backhaul solution gives you a unique ability to control costs and increase RAN capacity today… and to scale much more cost-effectively over the long term as you look to deliver 4G and beyond.Cisco Unified RAN Backhaul is an end-to-end, IP-based solution that extends from the cell site and base station, through pre-aggregation and aggregation, all the way to your core transmission network, and it adds tremendous value at every point.
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Presentation Notes
Note that our Unified RAN Backhaul solution is already 4G ready. Operators can Supercharge their networks bringing on LTE and 4G simply by upgrading gateways – our Unified RAN Backhaul solution will scale to handle any load
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SPSU RAN Transport – MToP – System Release 2.5   Dec 15, 2008 The Mobile Transport over Packet system defines the reference architecture and best design practices for deploying IP RAN Backhaul services on a Cisco IP NGN network. This release builds upon the previous releases with the addition of Network Management based on MWTM (Mobile Wireless Transport Manager) for 7600 and MWR, Zero Touch Deployment for the cell site router MWR-1941-DC as well as third party component validation for IP microwave links (Ceragon) and cell site (RAD).This release is another step improvement to Cisco’s competitiveness in the Mobile transport space. The explosion of Mobile data applications and traffic due to the i-Phone, notebooks, PC cards and USB dongles is forcing Mobile Service Providers to address the bandwidth bottleneck in the backhaul networks. As existing TDM and ATM infrastructures cannot support this traffic growth cost-effectively, a Carrier Ethernet approach is needed. Cisco’s solution is designed to leverage the Cisco Carrier Ethernet System (Tahoma) for underlying transport.With the MToP system, Cisco’s IP NGN network can now accelerate service provider backhaul migration to IP while supporting legacy services over a converged access and aggregation network.The MToP solution has gone through rigorous and extensive system-level testing at Cisco NSITE labs.  This is a Cisco Validated Design (CVD) solution.the next phase of the MToP solution will be integrated in the next Carrier Ethernet system project. The New Tahoma-Lippi 1.6 release will be delivered 1H 2009 and will introduce the MWR-2941 together with more IP/Ethernet oriented scenarios.We are showing a typical migration strategy from a traditional TDM based RAN Backhaul network to an All-IP RAN1. Infrastructure is implemented and 2G and 3G data are backhauled via a Carrier Ethernet network.  MPLS can be used to provide great control of Quality of Service and Security.  Voice lines are maintained over a few remaining TDM circuits as the operator does more extensive tests of voice over packet and clock synchronization over packet.2. The operator is now comfortable with the new packet backhaul network and voice and clock are migrated onto this packet backhaul.  TDM lines are all eliminated for maximum cost savings.3. Cellular radios have been changed out to the new IP-based radio equipment.  The network infrastructure remains the same.  Pseudowire is no longer required (native IP does not require this). 
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http://www.ipmplsforum.org/pressroom/Final%20Draft%20-%20Cisco%20Successfully%20Completes.pdf�
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Ultra-high Performance, Intelligence, Flexibility, Reliability, 
and Seamless Evolution to LTE/4G

Cisco Evolved Packet Core: Common Core 
Across All Access Technologies 

ASR 5000
MME, S4 SGSN, SCM

ASR 5000
GGSN, S-GW, P-GW, 

ePDG, SeGW, PDSN/HA, 
ASN GW, HNB-GW, 

PCEF/DPI

WiFi,
Femto

2.5G, 
3G

4G

Evolved Packet 
Core

World’s #1 
UMTS and 

CDMA Operators

Only solution to 
integrate 3G & 

4G 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The industry tends to couple the LTE radio (the E-UTRAN) and the Evolved Packet Core (EPC). However, the EPC is being standardized as the next generation packet infrastructure for all access mechanisms, including: LTE, 2G, 3G, non-3GPP, and even wireline networks. Cisco’s “open” EPC architecture allows the operator to realize a truly converged packet core supporting all access technologies. The planning around the EPC must consider how all of these access networks enter the core, interwork with legacy systems, maintain seamless mobility, and provide consistent and optimized services.The Cisco ASR 5000 combines high capacity, high availability, and powerful performance with unparalleled subscriber and network intelligence. Designed for the evolution from 3G to 4G, the Cisco ASR 5000 platform is the benchmark for today and tomorrow’s multimedia-enabled core network. The platform utilizes a simple, flexible distributed architecture that supports multiple access technologies, subscriber mobility management, and call control capabilities, as well as inline services. With its leading-edge throughput, signaling, and capacity, the Cisco ASR 5000 can readily support all EPC network functions.The LTE EPC performs a series of network functions that flatten the architecture by minimizing the number of nodes in the network. This reduces capital and operational expenditures, thereby trimming the overall cost per megabyte of traffic, while improving network performance. Cisco provides the functions defined for the LTE EPC, including the following:• The Mobility Management Entity (MME) resides in the control plane and manages states (attach, detach, idle, RAN mobility), authentication, paging, mobility with 3GPP 2.5G/3G nodes (SGSN), roaming, and other bearer management functions.• The Serving Gateway (SGW) sits in the user plane where it forwards and routes packets to and from the eNodeB and Packet Data Network Gateway (PGW). It also serves as the local mobility anchor for inter-eNodeB handover and roaming between 3GPP systems, including 2.5G/3G networks.• The Packet Data Network Gateway (PGW) acts as the interface between the LTE network and packet data networks, such as the Internet or IMS networks. It is the mobility anchor point for intra-3GPP and non-3GPP access systems. Also acts as the Policy and Charging Enforcement Function (PCEF) that manages quality of service (QoS), online/offline flow-based charging data generation, deep packet inspection, and lawful intercept.• The Evolved Packet Data Gateway (ePDG) is the element responsible for interworking between the EPC and untrusted non-3GPP networks, such as a wireless LAN.• Release 8 Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN), also known as the S4 SGSN, provides control, mobility, and user-plane support between the existing 2.5G/3G core and the EPC. Provides the S4 interface that is equivalent to the Gn interface used between the SGSN and GGSN.
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Seamless User Exp 
through Femto Gateway 
and Secure WiFi Access

Cisco EPC Solution 
Common Core Across All Access Technologies

WiFi,
Femto

2.5G, 
3G

4G

2G SGSN

3G SGSN

MME

SGW

ePDG/TTG
/PDIF/HNB

-GW
PGW

GGSN PCEF

PCEF

ECS Stateful
Firewall

Content
Filtering

P2P
Detection

2G/3G/4G
SGSN

MME/
SGSN

GGSN/
PGW/SGW

Integration of SGSN
& MME Reduces Control 

Messages/Cost 30%

The Only High 
Performance Integrated 

2G/3G/4G SGSN 

Flexibility to provide 
Seamless Evolution

to LTE/4G

Integrated DPI and PCEF 
lowers TCO (40% OpEx), 
simplifies the network, 
and ensures accuracy

Intelligence enables 
In-line services directly 

on the platform

Cisco EPC

Unified
RAN

Data
Center

InternetIP Core

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Cisco ASR 5000 is purpose-built for the high demand mobile core network environment and the handling of today’s various multimedia services. The ASR 5000 is deployed in many of the world’s most prominent mobile operators’ networks, operators that expect the most of their core network.The Cisco Evolved Packet Core solution is the only solution that integrates 2G, 3G, and 4G into a single platform (Any G) day 1.  This enables the operator to provide support a truly integrated network with seamless evolution from 2G to 3G to 4G using the same platform.   Network flexibility is one of the key benefits of the Cisco EPC solution.  The distributed architecture enables flexible capabilities that result in the reduction of overall capital costs and operations expenses – per session and byte – including: Single Common Platform for All Functions, Integration and Co-location of Multiple Core Elements, Migration through software upgrades and reconfiguration, and Single OA&M integration.The Cisco ASR 5000 is purpose-built to address the needs of the mobile multimedia market and provide high performance to address growing network signaling and user plane demands. The ASR 5000 market proven solution reduces the cost per byte for bearer traffic while reducing the cost per attached user for signaling traffic.ASR 5000 Scalability = Signaling + Throughput + DensityCompetitive platforms only optimize on axis – either signaling, throughput, or density, but not all.One of the key benefits of the ASR 5000 is integrated intelligence within the platform. The ASR 5000 has the ability to recognize different traffic flows, which allows them to shape and manage traffic, while interacting with applications to a very fine degree. The integrated intelligence enables Cisco’s unique In-line Services, which allow operators to achieve a higher degree of optimization, lower operating expenditures, and higher levels of service assurance through a variety of advanced applications, such as: enhanced content charging, stateful firewall protection, application detection and optimization, content filtering, and network-based traffic optimization
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Cisco Policy and Charging Control (PCC) 
Enabling a Smarter Pipe for Mobile Monetization

Why Policy & Charging Control?

 Increase customer base and 
revenues with personalized services

 Transition to a 2-sided, B2B2C 
business model

 Increase service adoption with 
dynamic, flexible charging models

 Address network resource allocation 
and management

Cisco Solution Overview:  Cisco Policy and 
Charging Control

Gx

Ga /
Gy

Cisco ASR 5000
SGSN / MME / SGW

AAA
SPR

MAP/Diameter

Cisco ASR 5000
GGSN / PCEF / PGW
In-Line Services

Radius/
Diameter

IMS

Internet

Corporate

Cisco ASR 5000
CSCF

2G
3G
LTE 
WiFi

Femto

Rx

Mobility Unified 
Reporting OCS

OFCS

PCRF

Operational Savings of 35%-40% versus Competitive Offerings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Cisco Policy Charging and Control architecture provides a tested, standards-based, highly scalable,  and high throughput (both signaling and data) solution for operators to efficiently optimize network resources across subscribers and services while providing significant revenue opportunities by enabling the deployment of new personalized services.Cisco PCC is a vehicle for delivering new services.  Policy Management enables operators to deliver personalized services based on operator policies and user choice of services and subscription plans. For example you can increase customer base and revenue with personalization by offering multiple service packages. Customers may churn off other networks or voice only customers may now subscribe to a plan as you have offered a price that works for them. Key to multiple service packages is subscriber conditioning.  Cisco has developed a usage client that allows customers to monitor consumption of their data package.  The first version of this client is available.PCC offers these additional advantages:Helps operators transition to a 2-sided B2B2C business model– by inserting operator’s subscriber knowledge, application awareness, and ability to leverage its intelligent network for QoS, zero rating, bandwidth management, etc.  Operators now have the basis for profitable partnerships with 3rd party application providers Increases service take-rate by enabling  dynamic, flexible charging models – users have a higher adoption rate for new services if presented with opportunity to buy/upgrade in real-time at the time of the transaction.  Also ability to charge for services on different parameters: day pass, one time, pay on consumption, pay by application, per movie, per gaming session, per download, etc.Addresses many network resource management and allocation issues –  an example could be managing roamers – ensuring that they are limited in the amount of bandwidth they can consume vs. the subscribers on the network.   This is something that is being done by a North American operator.  Maximize value for subscribers willing to pay for high bandwidth while ensuring quality access for all subscribers on the network, especially during peak hours.  Offer favorable usage rates for off-peak access to better balance network utilization.

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/solutions/collateral/ns341/ns973/ns1081/ns1091/solution_overview_c22-609897_ns973_Networking_Solution_Solution_Overview.html�
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/solutions/collateral/ns341/ns973/ns1081/ns1091/solution_overview_c22-609897_ns973_Networking_Solution_Solution_Overview.html�
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AAA Captive
Portal

WCS

Cloud Services, Applications, & 
Operations

DHCP Policy
Mgmt

Svcs
Reporting

Cloud 
WLC

Cloud
TR-069

SP WiFi Network
Complements 3G Network

 Seamless Mobility/Roaming
– Controller-based for mobile access to 

real time services
– Client-based for IP flow mobility 

between licensed/unlicensed 
(clientless roadmap)

– Authentication-based for seamless 
roaming between operators

 Integrated Wireless 
Management

– Self Provisioning 
– Self Configuring
– Self Organizing

 Robust Security at Each Step
– EAP encrypted backhaul links
– Honey Pot AP detection/ blacklisting 
– Encrypted control traffic 
– Integrated Wireless IDS and Attack 

correlation software
– Mobile IPSec VPNs

 Data Offload
– Reduces RAN congestion
– Improves indoor coverage
– Lowers network TCO

SMB Managed AP

ASR 5000
TTG/ePDG

IP Services GW

Internet

Application 
PartnersCore

3G  Macro Site

AggregationMetro WiFi

Residential 
Managed APSmartphone

CMTS
DSL
Fiber

Indoor Hotspot

RAN 
Backhaul

Stadium / Large Venue

On Premise 
Content

UWN 
WLC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cisco offers an E2E architecture for Carrier WiFi that can be used to extend the network for delivering new services while saving network costs with data offload.
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Cisco Femtocell Solution
World Class Zero Touch 
Provisioning

 True plug’n’play customer 
experience

 Dramatic OpEx reduction
 The key to scaling service

 Industry-Leading Mobile Packet 
Core Intelligence

 Performance optimized for 
throughput, transactions, 
and density

 State of the Art Femtocell AP
 Superior indoor signal strength 

and coverage
 High data speeds for an 

enhanced multimedia experience
 Self-optimization tied to backend 

network intelligence
Largest Femtocell Deployment

 Large North American carrier
 Vast experience with integration 

into carrier network for location 
verification, billing, management,  
regulatory compliance

Contact femto-sales-inquiries@cisco.com if your customer is interested in Femto

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cisco also offers and E2E Femto solution that highlights true zero touch provisioning for a seamless customer experience from the store to installation at home or small office.  Cisco is behind one the largest commercial femtocell deployments on the market today, providing us with the expertise to successfully integrate a femto solution into an operator’s network.Note that the femto solution is a service-led engagement – please contact femto-sales-inquiries@cisco.com if your customer is interested in Femto.

mailto:femto-sales-info@cisco.com�
mailto:femto-sales-info@cisco.com�
mailto:femto-sales-info@cisco.com�
mailto:femto-sales-info@cisco.com�
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Control Delivery from 
Cloud DC 

to End-Points

Cloud and Mobile Services

Cloud Computing
 On-demand resources

(infra / apps)

 Consumption across 
public / private networks

 Requirements on cost 
efficiency, performance, 
security, availability

Anywhere Delivery
 Mobilization of Enterprise 

Applications

 Unified Communications

 Requirements on 
usability, ubiquity, 
security, performance

Markets are growing quickly. Everything is impacted: 
User experiences, business models, architectures, products, technologies
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Cisco Voice over LTE
Complete One Voice and CS Fallback

S1-MME
S11 SGi

S6a

IuCS / A

IuPS / Gb

S3

S1-U

Cx

SGSN MME

S/P-GW

SR-VCC UE

SR-VCC UE

3G

4G

HSS

P/I/S-CSCF

Seamless
IMS to CS Mobility

Cost Optimized 
Performance

Support for 
Messaging, Presence,

RCS

Integrated IMS
& LTE Functions

TAS

SCC AS

IP-SM-GW

Converged
Services
Platform

One Voice Data 
Center

RCSSR-VCC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cisco provides a complete VoLTE solution including One Voice and CS Fallback.The following are some of the key value propositions of the Cisco VoLTE solution:Cisco provides an end-to-end Voice over LTE solution that meets the 3GPP standards –Voice over LTE using One Voice and CS Fallback Support for the all the key functions, including MME SGs/Sv interface, full P/I/S/E-CSCF and BGCF functionality in the ASR 5000, and TAS, SR-VCC, and SCC AS functionality in the CSP, A/I-SBC in ASR 1000 plus HSS, PCRF, MRF (media resource function) and MGCF as partner products.Seamless continuity both within the IMS domain and between the IMS and circuit domains, including CS Fallback Cost optimized performance for Voice over LTE plus additional services such as RCS Ability to integrate functions, including the reduction of interfaces, with both LTE functions, IMS functions, and policy functions Leverage the intelligence with the LTE core to provide optimal service experience over IMS, e.g., optimal QoS bearers, location, presenceSupport of regulatory services in the IMS domain.
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Video Optimization E2E Architecture

IP Core

(e)NB ASR9k

Mobile Backhaul

UE

PCRF

MWR2941
CRS-1/3ASR9k,

7600

ASR5k

Content

Acquirer Library

Video App App

OS

App

OS

App

OS

App

OS

Virtual
Server

Data Center

DC Switch

Load Balancer

Streamer/Cache
Content Management

Internet

Streamer/
Cache

Transcoder
Fixed Access: 

Carrier Ethernet

Streamer/
Cache

Streamer/
Cache

AP, STB, FAP

• Content Delivery and Streaming Proxy
• Content Detection and Policy Enforcement
• TCP/HTTP Optimizations
• Dynamic Radio Bearer QoS BW-Aware Transrating
• Application, Session Aware Charging
• Usage Statistics/Analytics Input
• Content Pacing
• Dynamic Stream Switching
• WiFi Offload with Flow Mobility
• IuB, IuPS, S1 Offloads
• Payload Compression in the Mobile Backhaul (assist)
• RAN CDN (assist)

Interactive Mobile
Intelligence

• Content Ingestion & Transrating
• Transcoding
• Content Distribution and Caching
• Content Delivery
• Ad Insertion
• Content Pacing
• Dynamic Stream Switching
• RAN CDN

Content 
Management 
& Distribution

• Content Distribution and Caching
• Content Delivery
• VidMon
• IuB, IuPS, S1 Offloads
• Monitoring and Feedback Instrumentation
• Payload Compression in the Mobile Backhaul
• RAN CDN (assist)

Policy Enabled
Flexible Backhaul

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.ep-momentum.eu/Portals/0/icons-logos/youtube-logo.png&imgrefurl=http://www.ep-momentum.eu/&usg=__OKgxdiKH0EF5ruBXZjqukEdiz_4=&h=424&w=640&sz=191&hl=en&start=3&um=1&tbnid=NLKLllaxCevhfM:&tbnh=91&tbnw=137&prev=/images?q=youtube&hl=en&rlz=1T4GGIH_enUS253US253&sa=N&um=1�
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CRS-3

ASR 90007600

ME3800

Mobile Mega Test 

IP Core

X2

ASR 1000MWR 2941

UCS

Nexus 
5000

Nexus
7000

ASR 5000

ASR 1000

UCS

Nexus 
5000

Nexus
7000

ASR 5000

PCRF
HLR
HSS

ASR 5000

WAAS
iControl

Off-Net ServicesON-Net Services

Data Center Data Center

Packet Core

Packet Core Packet Core

IP
 R

AN
 B

ac
kh

au
l

• Conducted by independent testing lab EANTC, coordinated by Light Reading
• More than $60 million of Cisco equipment
• More than 50 dedicated employees
• ASR 5000 maintained a total of 1 million attached subscribers

“By far the largest and most in-depth public, 
independent, third-party test of mobile 
infrastructure vendor performance ever." Carsten Rossenhövel 

Managing Director, EANTC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript:I'm sure you all know about the Mobile Mega Test. I think it was less than a month after we became part of Cisco that the marketing organization called us up and told us that there was a third party organization that wanted to do what I would call like a white glove test where we put all our equipment together, they run the test without sharing the results with us and then the results will be publicly announced. Creating a very high risk, we're going to be a gamble. I think we all decided to sign up. Cisco was the only company that they have approached who agreed to run this test and we assembled our complete solution, complete solution minus, obviously, the RAN, complete solution that would make us the complete mobile packet core for the operator from the IP RAN all the way to the aggregation, the mobile packet core, the IP core, and all the switches required for forming a cloud network. We had to commit over $60 million worth of gear, it took 50 dedicated engineers to assemble everything, the test was run by Light Reading and they engaged a European lab and, obviously, the results have been spectacular. This is a quotation from the person who heads up the lab that ran the test, by far the largest and most in-depth public, independent, third party test of mobile infrastructure vendor performance ever. So we not only met or exceeded the performance requirements, but we were able to demonstrate that we have a truly robust, truly voice grade, carrier class equipment and we will assemble all of it together and demonstrate it. Is there a question there? AUDIENCE QUESTION: Can you hear me? ASH DAHOD: Sure, go ahead. AUDIENCE QUESTION: Okay, great. Going back to the slide with ASR 5000/ARES, the question I have is we're seeing a lot of mobile carriers wanting to do distributionAuthor’s Original Notes:Here we have a high level design of the end to end mobile operator’s network using the Cisco IP Infrastructure.  This is indeed One network supporting any generation; Any-G and will reliably deliver services and applications to any screenThis design does support the evolution of your customer – regardless of their timelinesIt supports the Monetization to leverage OTT and other servicesAnd it is the optimized network with intelligent traffic handlingAnd this is the network of our Mobile Megatest
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Mobile Internet 
Services Examples
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Business Opportunity / Challenge
 Successful adoption of flat-fee 3G data services 

driving high bandwidth usage, but operator revenues 
not keeping pace with infrastructure expansion costs  

Cisco Solution
 Cisco solutions for mobile content classification and 

charging, DPI, and dynamic policy management 
enable mobile operators offer subscriber-aware 
access to and allocation of network resources, 
services and content

 Cisco Advanced Services for full project planning and 
systems integration with single point of accountability

Benefits for Consumers
 Subscribers choose the service plan they need to 

access mobile web and favorite internet applications
 Ensures fair usage for all users

Benefits for Operators
 Monetize yet control impact of Peer-to-peer and 

Over-the-Top (OTT) application traffic 
 Creates new service revenues through further user 

market segmentation with policy-based usage tiers

Tiered Mobile Broadband Services
Greater Market Penetration for Operator Mobile Broadband

 Tiered mobile data service plans
 Policies with Download Limit and 

Protocol Blocking
 Subscriber aware enforcement of Fair 

Use Policies per service level limits

See: 
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/solutions/ns341/ns525/ 
ns537/ns548/mobile_web.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to stimulate user adoption, early mobile data plans have been of the all-you-can-eat variety, often with generous fair usage quota limits.  These easy to understand billing plans have encouraged users to access their favored applications via mobile devices without fear of billing surprises, and thus have contributed greatly to the accelerated growth in mobile data usage.  This pricing trend continues, although operators are beginning to look for ways to deploy intelligent network capabilities such as flexible policy management and charging, deep packet inspection, and subscriber and application awareness solutions that enable them to offer value-added, differentiated and tiered services over and above existing core mobile data services. T-Mobile in Germany offers an example of a mobile operator profiting from peer-to-peer and over-the-top applications. With Cisco mobile internet solutions, they are able to offer a tiered set of bundles at multiple price points.The service levels will have varying bandwidth usage limits, e.g., 1GB, or 3GB, etc. per month.  These plans may also include protocol blocking of certain services such as VoIP, IM, or P2P applications, especially at the lower bandwidth quota levels.  They may also disallow tethering (using mobile phone as a laptop modem).  Typically, if a monthly quota is exceeded, the FUP enforcement means the subscriber is rate limited for the remainder of the month – but usually only for specific applications.  For example, the user may continue to do WAP browsing, email, etc. without limitation, but may be rate limited to only 100kps service level for, say, eDonkey for the remainder of month if that is the high use app driving his/her data usage.  Next month, the quota of course resets at 0 usage, and all services resume unlimited. Fierce Wireless reports in Mar 2009: At a European level, data revenues (excluding messaging) climbed nearly 45 per cent to €1.4 billion in 2008, chiefly due, according to T-Mobile, to innovative devices such as the 3G iPhone in Europe and the Android-based G1 that was launched in the US and the United Kingdom in October.Different operators have reacted to for example Nokia’s N97/Skype phone combination in waysthat reflect their approach to and capabilities for monetizing OTT apps.  O2 and Orange told Nokia they would ‘decline' the Skype-enabled N97 handset, while the COO of Skype has hit back at these attempts to block the progress of mobile VoIP.  Skype COO said he was extending the hand of partnership to mobile operators in an effort to extend the use of the application onto smartphones. "We're pragmatic, and we're willing to structure deals," he said.  The Skype software already works with Android, Java and on Windows mobile.  Conversely, T-Mobile and 3 openly support mobile Skype, and include usage of it (at various usage levels) as part of Tiered Mobile Broadband data plans, with FUP enforcement, thus leveraging their IP Service Control infrastructure to monetize what other operators are viewing as a “threat”.

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/solutions/ns341/ns525/ns537/ns548/mobile_web.html�
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/solutions/ns341/ns525/ns537/ns548/mobile_web.html�
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Mobile Child Safety
Protect Children Using Mobile Data Services

Subscriber Web Portal Business Opportunity / Challenge
 Operators need to protect children using mobile  

services for customer retention and legal reasons

Cisco Solution
 Cisco Mobile Content Filtering & Control
 Cisco partners include AdaptiveMobile for Content 

Filtering application
 Cisco Advanced Services for full project planning 

and systems integration with single point of 
accountability

Benefits for Consumers
 Allows parents to prevent children from accessing 

inappropriate web sites; blocks inappropriate or 
unsolicited messages by SMS and images by MMS

Benefits for Operators
 Builds brand differentiation and increases customer 

retention
 Creates new service revenues through premium 

control service options
 Helps meet regulatory and social requirementsSee: http://www.cisco.com/en/US/solutions/ns341/

ns525/ns537/ns548/mobile_childsafety.html

Content Management

Message Access Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today’s youths use texting, instant messaging, Multimedia Message Service (MMS), mobile Web, and e-mail to keep in touch with their friends and family. Social network sites have become their virtual meeting places. But the mobile phone can also give them access to potentially inappropriate content or can even be a gateway into a world that preys upon children. The Mobile Child Safety application helps operators to protect minors, with services such as: Mobile content blockingMobile call blockingMobile text messaging and instant messaging restrictionCisco IP NGN Difference Cisco’s flexible and scalable mobile content filtering and control solution is part of the Cisco Service Exchange Framework, which also includes partners such as AdaptiveMobile. The solution enables Mobile operators to offer:Protective services that monitor traffic to and from a child’s mobile phoneSecurity measures to protect children from inappropriate content or unwanted communications on mobile phones

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/solutions/ns341/%0Bns525/ns537/ns548/%0Bmobile_childsafety.html�
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/solutions/ns341/%0Bns525/ns537/ns548/%0Bmobile_childsafety.html�
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Mobile Spending Limits
Reduce Churn with Self-Managed Mobile Services

Business Opportunity / Challenge
 Operators need to reduce churn by providing 

capabilities to subscribers who want to set time 
and spending limits on usage of mobile services

Cisco Solution
 Cisco Mobile Content Charging solution enables 

mobile operators to protect revenues via real-time 
enforcement of credit limits

 Cisco partners include Openet, Kabira… for 
Billing and Mediation application

Benefits for Consumers
 Gives subscribers (and parents of minors) self-care 

portal to view and set thresholds on time, amount, 
cost of mobile voice / data / messaging services used

Benefits for Operators
 Builds brand differentiation and increases 

customer loyalty
 Creates new service revenues through premium 

control service options

See: http://www.cisco.com/en/US/solutions/
ns341/ns525/ns537/ns548/mobile_spending_limits.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reduce Subscriber Turnover By Offering Self-Management of Mobile Services SpendingWith the proliferation of smartphones and other advanced mobile devices, many users want to control their own expenses by setting thresholds on the time, amount, or cost of mobile voice, data, and messaging services that they use. Similarly, parents want to set time and spending limits on their children's use of mobile services.Cisco IP NGN DifferenceThe flexible and scalable Cisco Content Billing solution is part of the Cisco Service Exchange Framework (SEF). Combined with products from Cisco partner Openet, the solution helps mobile operators:Protect revenues through real-time enforcement of credit limits Offer users a self-care portal to view and set spending limits across services Openet�Openet's scalable charging and mediation platform interworks with Cisco to help operators offer customer-driven billing models. Openet is a Cisco Technology Developer Partner.Cisco IP NGN Solution Cisco Content Billing for Mobile Operators�Enables content-based billing, subscriber access control, and account balance enforcement.

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/solutions/ns341/ns525/ns537/ns548/mobile_spending_limits.html�
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/solutions/ns341/ns525/ns537/ns548/mobile_spending_limits.html�
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/solutions/ns341/ns525/ns537/ns548/mobile_spending_limits.html�
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Business Opportunity / Challenge
 All-you-can eat mobile data plans not effectively 

monetizing true segmentation of user base 
 Operators need to unlock the potential to preferentially 

partner with application providers 

Cisco Solution
 Cisco mobile content classification & charging, 

content filtering, DPI, and dynamic policy control 
 Cisco Advanced Services for full project planning and 

systems integration with single PoC

Benefits for Consumers
 Subscribers choose and pay for the services they 

want, and can flexibly add or drop service options

Benefits for Operators
 Maximize Revenue potential of network assets by 

offering service plans to meet individual needs of 
subscribers:

Usage-based plans (volume, power user, metered)
Service-based plans (by application, content, service)
Time-based plans (e.g., service passes)

…while managing network resources to ensure fair 
use for all subscribers

Personalized Mobile Services
Maximize Revenues by Meeting Varying Subscriber Needs

Add-On Options

Bandwidth Boost……………………..........$4.99
Service Pass (Per hour) ...………..…….….$1.99
Movie Package 10GB movie downloads $9.99
Gamer Package 100 mins at named sites      $12.99
Music Package 50 downloads at named sites $ 3.99

Service Bundles
Basic Bundle………..............................$24.99
Email + 30 min HTML browsing

Advanced Bundle…………………….....$34.99
Basic Bundle + VoIP

Power Bundle…………….....................$44.99
Advanced Bundle + P2P 

Usage Bundles

Basic………..................$14.99
10 GB/month;* $2.50/additional GB

Advanced………..........$24.99
25 GB/month; $2.00/additional GB

Power………………......$54.99
50 GB/month; $1.00/additional GB

Pay As You Go……........$3.99
$3.00/GB

* On-net / preferred 
partner site usage 
not counted in 
allowance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Usage-based plansVolume and speedLite, average and power-user plansMetered usageUsage not counted whenever subscriber is accessing on-net or preferred partner contentService-based plansApplication, content, serviceBasic bundle: email and 30 minutes browsing per month (P2P, VoIP and streaming applications not allowed)Advanced bundle: basic + P2P, VoIP, streamingA la carte: P2P, VoIP, streaming, bandwidth boostTime-based plansService pass (e.g., 1-hour, 5-hour or 24-hour pass)
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Business Opportunity / Challenge
 Advertisers facing allocation gap – % of internet ads 

disproportionately low to amount of time users spend 
online vs. advertising on TV & newspapers 

 Advertising Networks don’t enable advertisers to 
reach a demographically targeted audience

 Ad targeting can be uniquely enhanced by operator’s 
knowledge of location, demographics, device type

Cisco Solution
 Cisco AdControl solution; Cisco 7600 / SAMI 
 Cisco partner Feeva for tag encryption application, 

demographic database, revenue reconciliation  
Benefits for Consumers
 Make existing online advertising more relevant, with 

no handling of Personally Identifiable Information
Benefits for Operators
 Gain share of Advertising revenues on their networks, 

leveraging existing network assets
 Monetize new partnerships with Advertising 

ecosystem (i.e., advertising networks, advertisers)
 Network-centric solution reaches target audiences 

across access network and end user device types
 Protect subscriber privacy and preserve trust 

Mobile Web Advertising
New Revenues for Operators in Online Advertising Ecosystem

Publisher Agency

Ad Network Mobile 
Operator

Advertisers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For example a recent campaign to market Porsche sports cars outperformed Porsche's wider campaign to convince buyers it wasn't just an unaffordable icon. The mobile piece was part of a larger campaign was inspired by company research showing potential Porsche customers believed that the car's price tag and ownership costs were higher than they really were. Mobile delivered 22% of the entire digital campaign traffic, with a click-through rate that was up to six times better than online-display advertising. Mobile generated three times the volume to Porsche's call center than online, and twice as many dealer look-ups. The mobile site logged 40% higher visit rates to the model-pricing sections, compared to online. 
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Expanding Managed Services with SMBs
Cisco 3G Wireless WAN Solutions
 Reliable, resilient WAN backup for 

–Network outages  
–Disaster recovery 

 Rapid deployment
–Instant branch connectivity for temporary or new 
sites 
–Temporary connectivity for nomadic sites 

 Portable deployments
–Kiosks, construction trailers, and mobile banks  

 “Primary data” connection
–Store-in-store, smaller retail stores, ATM 
connectivity, gas stations, and broadband access 
alternativeLinksys Wireless-G Router 

for Mobile Broadband

Shares a 3G Internet
connection with 
Ethernet wired
and Wireless-G clients

Cisco 3G Wireless 
WAN HWIC

3G Internet connection 
integrated in Cisco ISR, 
with IP data, voice, 
video, mobility services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AT&T Provides Wireless Backbone to Cisco 3G WWAN HWIC SolutionCompany's 3G-Powered Wireless WAN Connectivity Service Is Key Component of Breakthrough Converged Wireline-Wireless Cisco Router OfferingATLANTA, March 27, 2007 - AT&T (NYSE: T) announced today that the AT&T Wireless WAN Connectivity Service will be available in conjunction with the new Cisco® 3G-Enabled Wireless WAN High-Speed WAN Interface Card (HWIC) for the Cisco Integrated Services Router (ISR). AT&T made the announcement today at CTIA Wireless 2007® in Orlando, Fla., in conjunction with Cisco's launch of its 3G Wireless WAN HWIC solution.The Cisco 3G Wireless WAN HWIC is a wireless module that is enabled for AT&T's UMTS/HSDPA-based BroadbandConnect service and is integrated in the Cisco ISR, which provides Internet Protocol (IP)-based data, voice, video and mobility services.When using AT&T's Wireless WAN Connectivity Service in conjunction with the Cisco 3G Wireless WAN HWIC solution, customers will have a truly diverse and highly secure wireless broadband backup to their Cisco ISR wireline data connections should those be disabled by cable cuts, weather or local access outages. Customers can configure their local area networks so that the Wireless WAN Connectivity Service automatically activates should the wireline connection be interrupted, thus achieving the truly redundant network architecture that helps ensure that critical applications keep running."The Cisco 3G Wireless WAN HWIC solution is the mechanism through which the worlds of wireline and wireless data are coming together for the first time within a single, enterprise-grade hardware platform," said Jeff Bradley, vice president, wireless business data services, for AT&T. "This groundbreaking capability coupled with the AT&T Wireless WAN Connectivity Service - which was the first commercially available service of its kind - provides our joint AT&T and Cisco customers with a cost-effective, rapidly deployable, reliable and secure solution for remote sites and branch offices. This is an important addition to our portfolio of AT&T enterprise VPN resiliency options."With more than 2 million units shipped, the Cisco ISR has a significant installed base in enterprise branch offices, and medium-sized and small businesses. The Cisco ISR with an AT&T-powered Cisco 3G Wireless WAN HWIC provides customers with such advantages as:Automatic failover service for business continuity. Supplemental bandwidth access when the primary wireline link is overused. Rapidly deployable connectivity for temporary sites and businesses requiring portability or for remote locations lacking wireline infrastructure. "AT&T's Wireless WAN Connectivity Service is a tried-and true-solution that is a perfect complement to the Cisco 3G Wireless WAN High-Speed WAN Interface Card," said Ian Pennell, senior vice president, access routing technology group, for Cisco. "While corporate mobile users will continue to adopt applications in a 'connected workforce," the combination of AT&T and Cisco means it will increase the utilization of 3G applications and extend new business services to enterprises of any size."AT&T expects to begin offering its wireless business customers the Cisco 3G Wireless WAN HWIC solution in conjunction with the AT&T Wireless WAN Connectivity Service in June 2007 through a co-sale arrangement with Cisco. For more information, please go to http://business.cingular.com/businesscenter/solutions/network/wwan.jsp.
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End User
Experience

Trusted partner for the global Mobile Service Providers

To Summarize…

Innovation 

differentiation 

Monetization

new revenue

Access 
Independent 

seamless 
experience

Industry 
Leadership

strong 
partnership

Optimization

reduced costs

Traditional Expertise Mobility / IP Expertise

IP

Collaboration

Entertainment

Information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transcript:If I were to summarize, the key is how do we use, number one, our innovation where we as a company are known for innovation and we need to continue to leverage our investment in R&D and us being an innovative company, and how do you push monetization and optimization. The level of intelligence that we have built into our platform is unmatched by any of our competitors and that's what we need to really leverage when we engage a customer. We are access independent, and today we can demonstrate that from a technical point of view and based on our direct engagement with the Tier 1 operators that we have industry leadership. Now, how do we convert that industry leadership in terms of an end-to-end solution into a market leadership from a market share point of view? So those are all the slides, I'm going to open up for Q&A. I don't know how much time we have. I'm sorry, we sort of ran over because of some technical issues here. UNKNOWN SPEAKER: We have about 20 minutes. We're going to skip the break and go right into Kit's presentation if that's going to work for everybody. So if you want to continue, Ash, please feel free to. ASH DAHOD: Okay, thanks. UNKNOWN SPEAKER: If you have any questions, feel free. ASH DAHOD: Who should we pass the ball to? AUDIENCE QUESTION: Ash, can you hear me? ASH DAHOD: Sure. AUDIENCE QUESTION: Okay, so my question is regarding the brand new application card with ASR5K, PSC3 and PSC4 you presented. So I may ask this question to Andrew later, but when will this card be generally available for any customer of current param? ASH DAHOD: My understanding is that PSC3 is really available at the beginning of next year. PSC4 will be sometimes later in 2011. So we have not set a date for the PSC4 yet. Andrew, maybe you can answer it better than I can. ANDREW: Yes, I just want to qualify something, Ash. So the current schedule calls for having the first one to two early field trial customers in Q1 timeframe. For general availability for most account teams, we're looking at a little bit later in the year, in Q3. ASH DAHOD: For the PSC3. ANDREW: And the current thinking with the PSC4 is that the target release schedule is looking like sometime in the second half of 2012. ASH DAHOD: Okay. ANDREW: And I'm speaking about calendar years. AUDIENCE QUESTION: Ash, I've got a question here. You mentioned that it's a good idea to try and sell architectural value, end-to-end solution, all that sort of stuff. Very often, we are sort of forced to compete with the situation where the radio vendor is one vendor, IP RAN is something else, and everything else is sort of like the pieces of the puzzle. So do we have a strategy of how we actually compete in this situation? Let's say we only need a backup core, but then we kind of lose that value of intelligent routing and all this sort of video optimization stuff when we only have one piece of the puzzle. So how do we actually compete in that situation? ASH DAHOD: So I mean if you look at our video solution, our video solution would be independent of whose routing infrastructure exists. So we can really deliver an end-to-end video on top of any routing infrastructure. Clearly, if they use our video solution and use our routing infrastructure, then they will get greater value. So it's a question of the extent of optimization. If they buy just our ASR5K and buy our video caching, they can get value on top of anybody's IP routing infrastructure, but if they use our routing infrastructure they will get greater value. So we are not limiting. Similarly, for example, our Internet offload gateway, our Internet offload gateway can work independently of whose SGSN, GGSN or router the customer is using. So it can be a standalone product, but if they use that along with our product, then they will get greater value. So the strategy has been being able to deliver value even in a multivendor environment, but also delivering greater value if more and more of the elements are from Cisco. AUDIENCE QUESTION: Thanks. I've got another one if I can. ASH DAHOD: Sure. AUDIENCE QUESTION: Again, very often competition comes with radio solution as well and pretty much giving away packet core for free. So we're kind of in the situation where Ericsson is an incumbent and they're ready to go to any depth to sort of get the deal. Do we have any plans to have any partnership with any radio vendors, you know, to create a complete picture? ASH DAHOD: Yes, I mean we do bid with radio vendors. We have accounts where we work with a radio vendor where they integrate our packet core into their radio and sell a total end-to-end solution. So we do have an existing relationship with radio vendors. In some cases, specific to an account, we will pursue relationships with radio vendors. It's not always easy, but that's something that requires us to really understand the competitive environment and pick the appropriate radio vendor will be willing to work with us. In some cases, we do have bids where multiple radio vendors are bidding our packet core. AUDIENCE COMMENT: Thanks for that. ASH DAHOD: But I think the key is to really get to the customer early on and sell them the value of separating the packet core from the radio. AUDIENCE QUESTION: I have a question regarding the offload. You mentioned that people working independent of our solution with third parties, for instance Juniper, and they have a project called offloading. So can you elaborate about offloading solution on the routers both ourselves, Cisco, and third party offers, how that would work? ASH DAHOD: Sure, Andrew, do you have a separate segment on offload gateway that will get into more detail? ANDREW: I do. The answer is yes, Ash. So this afternoon, I'm actually going to go into a detailed description of exactly what we're doing with our 3G and 4G offload solutions. ASH DAHOD: Okay, so maybe if you can wait until later in the afternoon. I mean clearly, as I mentioned earlier, our strategy is to be able to work in a multivendor environment also. AUDIENCE QUESTION: Ash, can you hear me? ASH DAHOD: Sure. AUDIENCE QUESTION: So a quick question, with MITG we've been involved in IMS, kind of dipping our toe in the water for some time. I know Dennis go in detail on our IMS strategy and portfolio, but I'd like to get your perspective on our overall IMS strategy and do we continue to partner as necessary. Are we looking to invest more homegrown resources in certain areas? ASH DAHOD: I think on the IMS front, we'll continue on the current strategy where we want to make internal investments on all the elements of the network that affect the user experience. There is a control plane and a data plane. As far as the services layer is concerned, we'll be a lot more flexible. On the services side, our goal is to setup an ecosystem of relationships complete like because the number of services can be deployed are many and they are constantly changing. However, what we are good at is really in the control plane and the data plane and we'll continue to invest to be ahead of the pack in those two fronts, at the same time, continue to set up a variety of relationships. Our goal in IMS is really not try to sell IMS, IMS is just a technology. Our goal is to really sell what I call V-squared over IP, which is voice and video over IP, how do we provide real-time voice and video over IP networks and tying it all the way from the end user to the Internet and our goal similarly would be to really use with our sort of other business units that are focusing more on end user devices and how do we use a complete IMS-based solution that would do multimedia over IMS and I'm pretty sure Dennis will go through that. So in summary, our investment in R&D will continue to be on the control plane and the data plane. As far as the services layer is concerned, we'll continue to collaborate with third party companies. UNKNOWN SPEAKER: All right, folks, due to timing, we have to cut this session short, guys. We have Kit Beall up next, guys. So Ash, thank you very much. ASH DAHOD: Thank you. UNKNOWN SPEAKER: Everyone give Ash a round of applause, guys.Author’s Original Notes:RECAP INTRO SLIDE – the market is transitioning… the way we look at the network and the partners we work with will change….IP is becoming critical Cisco is the right partner to help you address the challenges of the mobile broadband tidal waveInnovation – high-performance, best of breed, reliable solutionsMonetization – new revenue opportunities and new business model B2B2COptimization – more efficient delivery of traffic, network simplification (functional integration/consolidation) = cost reductionAccess Independent – support for all core radio technologies; flexibility in network architecture; common core for seamless subscriber experienceIndustry leadership – Cisco is focused on delivering the right technology and partnering with the service provider to help them succeed in a highly competitive environment
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